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Can parallel mutation and neutral genome selection explain Eastern African M1 consensus HVS-I motifs in Indian M haplogroups

Clyde Winters
COE, G-323, Governors State University, University Park, Illinois 60466, USA

Controversy surrounds the relationship between the Eastern African M1 haplogroup and Indian M haplogroups. Some researchers see a “relationship” between the Eastern African M1 and Indian M haplogroups,[1-3] while other researchers maintain that the Eastern African HVS-I signature motif 16,129, 16,189, 16,249, and 16,311,[4] is not found in Indian M haplogroups, and this motif when it is found results from “parallel mutation.”[5-6]

Researchers have noted that the nucleotides shared by East African M1 and Indian M haplogroups include HG M4 at 16311, HG M5 at 16,129, and HG M34 at 16249;[5] other researchers have identified a number of transitions for Indian M1 at 16,311, 16,129, and 16,189, that correspond to Ethiopian M1.[1] Other Indian nodes that agree with East African M1, observed by Kivisild et al., include: HG M5a 16,311; HG M5 16,189; and HG M2a 16,189.[1]

Metspalu et al. noted that “another Indian-specific M clade, supported by HVS-I variation as well as coding region markers, is M6. Haplogroups M3, M4, and M5 have been discriminated preliminarily by their characteristic HVS-I mutations, but since their defining positions, 16126, 16311, and 16129, respectively, are phylogenetically unstable.”[2]

Semino et al. made it clear that the Eastern African group named M1 is characterized within M by a consensus HVS-I motif defined by four transitions at nt 16,129, 16,189, 16,249, and 16,311.[8] Their research indicated that the HVS-I signature motif of M1 was not found in the Indian samples, whereas it characterizes most of the M types sporadically observed in the Mediterranean area and in 7% of Nile Valley sequences.

Sun et al., after complete sequencing of the ancestral motifs of the Indian M haplogroups, found none of the variations that characterize M1, i.e, 6446, 6680, 12403, and 14110;[6] the common mutations in the control region between Eastern African M1 and Indian M haplogroups reported by Roychoudhury et al.[3] and Metspalu et al.[2] reflect random parallel mutations.

Given the fact that except for Semino et al.,[5] all of these authors found Eastern African HVS-I motifs in Indian M haplogroups, we have to ask the question: is this the result of parallel mutation as claimed by Sun et al.[6] or evidence of a close relationship between these M haplogroups?

The M haplogroups are among the older African mtDNA category. It is among this group that selection has played a prominent role in the evolutionary process.

Parallel evolution is an adaptive behavior in which beneficial genes in one haplogroup appear in a different haplogroup, because they live in identical environments and belong to replicate populations.[7] Generally, parallel mutations are low-probability mutations.

In human mtDNA, it is known that transitional mutations (between A and G and between T and C) occur much more frequently (10-20 times more frequently) than transversional mutations (the remaining combinations of A, T, G, and C) and that the extent of variation of the mutation rate among nucleotide sites is high. These characteristics of the nucleotide mutations in human mtDNA make parallel mutations quite likely at some sites.

Parallel evolution is usually explained by the mutational landscape model (MLM), allelic fitness, and extreme value theory (EVT), which is a branch of statistics used to explain extreme or rare events. In traditional data analysis, extremes are either ignored or considered as outliers.
Contemporary genetics theory is focused on adaptation. Adaptation theory describes the standard rate of mutations of favorable mutations exponentially as a result of beneficial fitness effects.

Beneficial mutations are the foundation of evolution by natural selection. Beneficial mutations are “exceedingly rare” but they present large fitness effects that result from adaptation to new environments.

Generally, adaptation theory suggests that allelic fitness is well behaved because the distribution of beneficial mutations illustrate fitness effects distributed exponentially across various spaces with identical beneficial effects. The general theory is used to explain the direction and rate of adaptation.

Beneficial mutations reside in the domain of EVT. As a result, the allelic fitness distribution is “well behaved” and exponentially distributed. Gillespie and Orr believe these are reasonable assumptions for populations whose optimized wild-type has declined as a result of an environmental shift.

The MLM makes it clear that beneficial mutations are distributed exponentially. The MLM predicts that the effects of beneficial mutations are exponentially distributed even if the mutations are random.

Theoretically, alleles that improve fitness increase in frequency because they are beneficial to the organism. Beneficial mutations which leads to parallel mutations are rare. In relation to the beneficial mutation theory, Orr established two properties: 1) the distribution of beneficial fitness effects at a gene is exponential and 2) the distribution of beneficial effects at a gene has the same mean, regardless of the fitness of the present wild-type allele.

We would assume that if parallel mutation accounted for the distribution of African M1 HVS-I, we would see m + 1 alleles and a relatively high fitness for these transitions because the replicate populations live in the same environment and would present similar transitions in the M haplogroup because of the number of beneficial effects of African nt 16,111, 16,129, 16,249, and 16,311. It is assumed that beneficial effects of the favorable mutant within the haplogroup will account for the absolute fitness of the shared allele, which is advantageous for identical environments pursuant to extreme value theory.

This is not the case. The distribution of African M1 nucleotides in Indian M haplogroups is 9/27 [Table 1]. If these nucleotides were the result of parallel mutations they would be more widespread across the subclusters of the Indian M haplogroups, at least ½, given the high probability of parallel mutations appearing in human mtDNA.

Sun et al. makes it clear that consensus Eastern African M1 nucleotides appear frequently in the phylogenetic tree of the Indian mtDNA. The highly recurrent mutations, according to Sun et al., were 16,129, 16,189, and 16,311.

Sun et al. report that the Eastern African M1 nt in the Indian M haplogroups include M2 16,311 and 16,189; M2a 16,311; M5 16,129; M4 16,129, 16,311, 16,249; M5 16,129; M3 16,311, 16,189; M37 16,189; and M40 16,129.

The researchers maintain that even though Indian M haplogroups bear variant M1 nucleotides in the control region, the reconstructed ancestral motif of all the Indian M haplogroups were devoid of M1 variations 6446, 6680, 12403 and 14110.

Selection has influenced the evolution of the human genome. It is often assumed that selection plays a limited role in the mtDNA control region. As a result, neutral evolution fails to play a significant role in mtDNA evolution.

There is a selective constraint on mutation frequencies of an mtDNA site. Some of the East African transitions, namely, 16129, 16189, and 16311 T & C polymorphism are the most rapidly occurring nucleotide substitutions in the human mitochondrial genome. These transitions are often referred to as “hotspots.” These hot spots of mutational activity suggest that positive selection influences mutation rates and not neutral selection which,

| Table 1: African M1 transitions in Indian haplogroups |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Haplogroup      | 16311 | 16129 | 16111 | 16249 | 16189 |
| M2              | X     | -     | -     | -     | X     |
| M2a             | X     | -     | -     | -     | -     |
| M4              | X     | X     | -     | X     | -     |
| M4'30           | -     | X     | -     | X     | -     |
| M35a            | X     | -     | X     | -     | X     |
| M37             | -     | -     | -     | -     | X     |
| M38             | -     | -     | X     | -     | -     |
| M40             | -     | X     | -     | -     | -     |
| M5              | -     | -     | -     | -     | X     |
theoretically, would manifest parallel mutations.

The average mutation rate for “hotspots” like 16129 and 16189 is $1.25 \times 10^{-5}$ substitutions per generation per substitution. The mutation rate for fast sites would be 125% sequence divergence per Myr for HVI. The average estimate for the distribution of substitution of fast sites is probably around 40.

Research makes it clear that these fast nucleotide sites demonstrate a hypermutation process. This mutation process, although rapid, is never neutral and illustrates differing rates of selection on the distribution of each genotype.

The suggestion by Sun et al. that parallel mutations account for the Eastern African M1 nucleotides in Indian haplogroups, lacks congruence to the theoretical models associated with adaptation and parallel evolution (EVT and MLM). Orr makes it clear in the phenotype model of adaptation or DNA sequence model of adaptation that the genes that cause adaptation should have approximately exponentially distributed effects, that is, involve many genes that have small effects and a few genes that have large effects. In the discussion of Sun et al., sequencing of the Indian M haplogroups show small fitness effects as illustrated above. The failure of Sun et al. to meet Orr’s fitness effects for beneficial genes rule against the presence of M1 genes in Indian haplogroups as a result of parallel evolution.

Clark recognized early that when DNA sequences are well described it is extremely unlikely that multiple parallel mutations occur. This feature was evident in the East African M1 nucleotides found in the Indian M haplogroups reported by Sun et al.; the results make it clear that there were few M1 mutations in the Indian haplogroups.

Sun et al. sequenced around 27 Indian M haplogroups. Eastern African M1 nt 16,311, 16,129,16,111,16249, and 16,189 were found in only 8 of the Indian M haplogroups: M2, M2a, M4, M4’30, M35a, M37, M38, and M40.

The distribution of M1 HVS-I in the Indian haplogroups vary. We only see transition in M2 and M4’30, while M37, M38, and M40 had only one M1 nt. In relation to M4 and M35a, Sun et al. report 3 shared transitions. The limited distribution of M1 transitions in Indian M haplogroups failed to evidence the exponential distribution that is expected when parallel mutation takes place.

If the presence of African M1 transitions in the Indian haplogroups were the result of parallel evolution, the most plausible explanation would be that the polymorphism maintained in both lineages must date to the time of the most recent common ancestor (MRCA). But we must reject this hypothesis because Sun et al. made it clear that the Indian haplogroups lack the ancestral motifs characterized by M1.

In summary, the presence of Eastern African HVS-I distribution of M1 mutations across the Indian HG subclusters is not exponential. Secondly, distribution of the mean for the Eastern African M1 motifs across and within the Indian M haplogroups is not the same.

The lack of regularity in distribution of the Eastern African M1 transitions among the Indian M haplogroups lacks congruency. Since Indian M haplogroups are relatively of the same age and population they would demonstrate regular and similar distributions of neutral substitutions across the haplogroups due to the clock-like and context-dependent origination of neutral substitutions. The distribution of the African M1 mutations are not distributed across the entire spectrum of Indian M haplogroups as would be expected if they were the result of neutral origination. Their existence within the Indian M subclusters must be the result of reasons other than neutral substitution theory and parallel mutations.

This illustrates that the existence of M1 HVS-I in Indian M haplogroups fail to meet the properties associated with beneficial allele mutations that researchers believe account for parallel mutations.

**Conclusion**

A cursory examination of the data provided by Sun et al. evidences that the African M1 signature mutations are not exponential among Indian M HGs, nor do they have the same mean among and within the Indian M haplogroups that possess the African M1 transitions. The absence of high fitness of African M1 mutations in Indian M haplogroups does not fit the theoretical assumptions associated with the origination of parallel mutations.

The theoretical and empirical assumptions discussed above make it clear that the presence of African M1 in...
Indian M haplogroups cannot be the result of parallel mutation. Parallel mutations are explained by EVT and MLM. These theoretical models imply that mutation effects result from beneficial alleles that demonstrate exponential distribution within haplogroups due to the fitness effects of the beneficial mutations.

The distribution of M1 transitions in only 30% of the Indian M subclusters suggest that they may evidence a recent migration of the Dravidian-speaking people to India. The data provided by Sun et al. fails to demonstrate a robust distribution of African M1 across the Indian subclusters.[6]

Failure to meet the minimum expected distribution pattern of mutations predicted by parallel mutants, and the present limited distribution of African M1 across and within Indian haplogroups, is probably explained by a recent African origin of the Dravidian-speaking people, who probably migrated to India during the Neolithic period. This explanation has some merit, given the anthropological, linguistic, and osteological evidence of an African origin of the Dravidian speakers.[16-19]
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